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 Cognitive impairment scores correlate with small-worldness of networks in Alzheimer’s Disease.
 Computational modelling is used to uncover mechanisms of altered small-worldness.
 Temporal lobe disconnection revealed as a potential mechanism for cognitive impairment.
a b s t r a c t
Objectives: Functional and structural disconnection of the brain is a prevailing hypothesis to explain cog-
nitive impairment in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). We aim to understand the link between alterations to net-
works and cognitive impairment using functional connectivity analysis and modelling.
Methods: EEG was recorded from 21 AD patients and 26 controls, mapped into source space using
eLORETA, and functional connectivity was calculated using phase locking factor. The mini-mental state
exam (MMSE) was used to assess cognitive impairment. A computational model was used to uncover
mechanisms of altered functional connectivity.
Results: Small-worldness (SW) of functional networks decreased in AD and was positively correlated
with MMSE score and the language sub-score. Reduced SW was a result of increased path lengths, pre-
dominantly localized to the temporal lobes. Combining observed differences in local oscillation frequency
with reduced temporal lobe effective connectivity in the model could account for observed functional
network differences.
Conclusions: Temporal lobe disconnection plays a key role in cognitive impairment in AD.
Significance: We combine electrophysiology, neuropsychological scores, and computational modelling to
provide novel insight into the relationships between the disconnection hypothesis and cognitive decline
in AD.
 2019 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Dementia is a neurological disorder that is characterised by pro-
gressive cognitive decline; common symptoms in the early stages
include memory loss, language impairments, visuospatial
impairments and behavioural changes (Agronin, 2014).Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common disease causing
dementia; approximately 70% of dementias have been identified
to be caused by AD based on clinical diagnosis and postmortem
examination of the brain (Barker et al., 2002; Bermejo-Pareja
et al., 2008). One of the key challenges for developing treatment
methods for AD is understanding the pathological mechanisms in
the brain underlying cognitive impairment.
A prevailing hypothesis for cognitive impairment in AD is the
disconnection of distributed neuronal networks such that ability
of different processing systems to integrate is compromised
Table 1
Data for healthy older adults and Alzheimer’s Disease subjects.
HOA AD
Age ( SEM; years) 76 ( 7) 79 ( 9)
MMSE ( SEM) 29 ( 1) 23 ( 3)
n 26 21
Male 14 8
Female 12 13
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comes from a wide range of behavioural, functional, structural,
and effective connectivity studies. Structural imaging methods
such as diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) have been used to identify reduced white matter
integrity in AD (Rose et al., 2000; Mito et al., 2018), suggestive of
long range synaptic disconnection. Although structural connectiv-
ity provides a substrate for functional integration, it does not allow
for study of dynamic integration of nodes in brain networks
(Honey et al., 2009), and therefore cannot fully explain emergent
spatiotemporal brain dynamics (Tsang et al., 2017). In order to
quantify co-activity between regions of the brain, ‘functional net-
works’ can be elucidated from time series data. Disconnection in
AD has been identified in functional networks derived from imag-
ing modalities such as EEG (Babiloni et al., 2016), MEG (Stam et al.,
2009), functional MRI (Badhwar et al., 2017), and PET (Cope et al.,
2018). An advantage of using EEG/MEG is that it is primarily gen-
erated by post-synaptic potentials (Olejniczak, 2006) and is there-
fore more directly linked to neuronal activity than other functional
imaging modalities such as functional MRI which tracks haemody-
namic response to neuronal activity and thus operates on a much
slower time scale (Crosson et al., 2010). Because of this high tem-
poral resolution, EEG is able to shed light on disruptions to local
dynamics such as slowing of neuronal oscillations in AD
(Brueggen et al., 2017).
To bridge the gap between synchronized neuronal activity and
synaptic connectivity, ‘effective connectivity’ studies combine
computational models with both structural and functional imaging
to elucidate how changes in both intrinsic dynamics and structural
connectivity alter functional networks. In AD, effective connectiv-
ity studies have been used to relate structural and functional dis-
connection (Dermitas et al., 2017; de Haan et al., 2012), further
supporting the disconnection hypothesis of AD. However, it is
unclear whether observations of functional disconnection could
be explained by alterations to local dynamics, such as observed
in AD patients (Brueggen et al., 2017).
Intuitively, disconnection would lead to an impaired ability of
brain regions to exchange information (Uhlhaas and Singer,
2006). However, the exact links between specific disruptions to
connectivity and resulting cognitive deficits of AD have not been
well characterised. Cognitive function can be quantified in demen-
tia clinics via the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) (Folstein
et al., 1975). The MMSE includes tests of cognitive abilities such as
spatial and temporal orientation, attention, memory, language,
recall, and motor skills, giving scores for ability in each area. A
number of studies have correlated structural and functional dis-
connection with cognitive test scores in AD patients, typically
focusing on global network properties and the total MMSE score
(Wu et al., 2011; Stam et al., 2007; Lo et al., 2010; de Hann et al.,
2009). However, MMSE is a broad cognitive screen probing mem-
ory, language and visuospatial function, each of which are thought
to depend on distinct neuroanatomical circuitry. A quantitative
link between specific network deficits and individual cognitive
domains might yield more precise information about the mecha-
nisms of cognitive decline in AD, and therefore potentially inform
treatment.
Here, we study functional connectivity derived from the EEG of
AD patients and healthy controls, and examine the relationship
between network topology and cognitive ability. We hypothesise
that in AD, specific alterations to functional networks will correlate
with impairments in particular cognitive domains due to disrup-
tion of integration between brain areas related to these domains,
in line with the disconnection hypothesis of AD. To test this
hypothesis, local and global properties of the functional networks
are quantified and correlated with MMSE subscores. To provide
validation that alterations to functional networks are a result ofalterations to the structural connectome and not due to alterations
to distributed heterogeneity in the intrinsic node dynamics, we use
a computational model which reflects realistic changes in the fre-
quency spectrum observed in the data. Our results give crucial
insight into the role of functional and effective disconnection in
deterioration of ability in specific cognitive domains in AD. Since
patients in the study were free from medication, our results pro-
vide a valuable diagnostic biomarker of Alzheimer’s Disease that
are not attributable to effects of medication.2. Materials and methods
2.1. EEG collection and preprocessing
All appropriate approvals for our procedures were obtained
from the National Research Ethics Service Committee South West
Bristol (Ref. 09/H0106/90). Participants provided written informed
consent before participating and were free to withdraw at any
time. AD patients were recruited from memory clinics in the South
West of England on a consecutive incident patient basis. The diag-
nosis of AD was determined by clinical staff using neurological,
neuroimaging, physical and biochemical examination together
with the results of family interview, neuropsychological and daily
living skills assessment according to DSM-IV (American Psychiatric
Association, 2000) and NINCDS-ADRDA guidelines (McKhann et al.,
1984). All patients were free from any medication known to affect
cognition, e.g. cholinergic medications prescribed to treat demen-
tia symptoms, anti-psychotics, anti-depressents, benzodiazepines,
Warfarin, etc. The HOA control group was recruited from the mem-
ory clinics’ volunteer research panels and were in normal general
health and had no evidence of a dementing or other neuropsycho-
logical disorder, according to NINCDS-ADRDA guidelines
(McKhann et al., 1984). Exclusion criteria for all groups included
poor general health or a history of transient ischemic attack or
stroke, significant head injury and any other significant psychiatric
disorder or neurological disease. Data on subjects is given in Tables
1 and 2.
Resting-state, eyes open EEG (64 channel) was recorded from all
subjects prior to the beginning of a battery of cognitive tasks. This
period, and the subsequent battery of tasks, were consistent across
the two groups. A single 20 s epoch of EEG, sampled at 1 kHz, was
extracted per subject. Independent component analysis was used
to remove visual and cardiac artifacts. There were no significant
differences in the number of artifacts removed between HOA and
AD (HOA: 3:69 0:46, range 0–10; AD: 4:09 0:42, range 1–8;
p ¼ 0:4747, Mann Whitney U-test). Line noise at 50 Hz was
removed and replaced by linear interpolation of the power spec-
trum. Data was bandpass filtered at 1–200 Hz, demeaned, slow
non-physiological trends up to third order polynomials removed,
and re-referenced to average. These preprocessing steps were per-
formed using the Fieldtrip toolbox for EEG/MEG-analysis, devel-
oped at the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour
(Oostenveld et al. (2011); http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/field-
trip). Example EEG time series are shown in Fig. S1.
Table 2
Mini-mental state examination subscores for healthy older adults and Alzheimer’s
Disease subjects.
HOA AD
Orientation to time 4.83 ( 0.41) 3.19 ( 1.42)
Orientation to place 5.00 ( 0.00) 4.13 ( 0.72)
Immediate recall 3.00 ( 0.00) 2.94 ( 0.25)
Serial 7s 4.83 ( 0.41) 3.75 ( 1.61)
World backwards 5.00 ( 0.00) 4.81 ( 0.40)
Registration recall 2.67 ( 0.52) 0.44 ( 0.81)
Language 7.83 ( 0.41) 6.44 ( 1.09)
Pentagons 1.00 ( 0.00) 0.81 ( 0.40)
n 6 16
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Source reconstruction was performed using the Fieldtrip tool-
box (Oostenveld et al. (2011); http://www.ru.nl/neuroimag-
ing/fieldtrip). A template 3 layer boundary element method
volume conduction model (Oostenveld et al., 2003) was used in
conjunction with a template cortical source model consisting of
5124 point sources on a canonical cortical surface taken from Sta-
tistical Parameter Mapping 8 (SPM8; https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/spm8/) and implemented in Fieldtrip. Use of tem-
plate models has previously been demonstrated to perform well
compared to individual models derived from MRI (Fuchs et al.,
2002). Dipoles were oriented normal to the surface of the cortical
sheet (Hassan et al., 2014). Fig. 1 shows the template model.
Exact low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (eLOR-
ETA) was used to solve the inverse problem and reconstruct source
activity at each of the 5124 source points (Pascual-Marqui, 2007;
Pascual-Marqui, 2009). eLORETA is a linear, regularized, weightedFig. 1. Template head model used for source reconstruction. (Top) Template cortical
surface. Red arrows show dipole orientation, normal to the surface. (Bottom) Template bo
shown in the top row of figures, representing source points. Pink (inner layer) is conducti
flesh. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is rminimum norm inverse solution with theoretically exact, zero
error localization even in the presence of structured biological or
measurement noise (Pascual-Marqui, 2007), is suited to the study
of whole brain phase synchronization (Pascual-Marqui et al.,
2011; Finger et al., 2016), and the LORETA family of solutions have
been validated against numerous imaging modalities (Dierks et al.,
2000; Vitacco et al., 2002; Mulert et al., 2004; Pizzagalli et al.,
2004; Zumsteg et al., 2005, 2006; Olbrich et al., 2009) and simula-
tions (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011; Finger et al., 2016).2.3. Power spectral analysis
All power spectra were extracted by computing the Fourier
transform of the data. The five frequency bands of interest are
given in Table 3 (Buzsaki, 2006), whilst the broadband was defined
as 1–45 Hz as this encompasses the range of these bands. Total
power in a band f 1; f 2½  was computed as
P
f2 f 1 ;f 2½ P fð ÞDf , where
P fð Þ is the power at frequency f and Df is the frequency resolution
of the data. The relative power spectrum (Wang et al., 2015) is
defined as the power spectrum normalized by total broadband
power and acts as a probability distribution over frequencies, i.e.
the relative power at a given frequency is the contribution of that
frequency to the overall power.
In order to calculate the peak frequency of a spectrum P fð Þ in a
band f 2 f 1; f 2½ , the spectrum was smoothed with a moving aver-
age filter of order 1 Hz (20 frequency points in this data). Peaks
of the spectrum with widths at half prominence greater than
0.5 Hz were then extracted. These steps reduced the likelihood that
peaks were due to noise in the spectrum. The peak frequency was
then the extracted peak with maximum amplitude within the band
of interest (Klimesch, 1999).surface is shown in grey. Black dots represent source points distributed along the
undary element method volume conduction model. Black dots are the same as those
ve brain tissue. Dark grey (middle layer) is skull tissue, and light grey (outer layer) is
eferred to the web version of this article.)
Table 3
Frequency bands used in the analysis. For each band, a Mann Whitney U test was
performed on relative power within that band, testing AD vs HOA (see Section 3.1).
p-values reported are Bonferroni corrected for multiply hypothesis. Superscript *
denotes significance to p<0.05.
Band name Frequency range [Hz] Relative Power p-value AD vs. HOA
d 1–4 0.6849
h 4–8 0.0187*
a 8–13 0.8052
b 13–30 0.4446
c 30–45 0.5310
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To build functional networks, source reconstructed data was
parcellated into 40 regions of interest (ROIs) based on the Brain-
netome atlas (Fan et al. (2016); http://atlas.brainnetome.org/). A
list of ROIs is given in Table 4. The Brainnetome atlas contains 48
regions of the brain; however, source points were restricted to
the cortical surface and hence the 8 subcortical nuclei (amygdala,
hippocampus, basal ganglia, and thalamus in the left and right
hemispheres) were omitted.
Parcellation was performed by taking the first principal compo-
nent of all source points within a given ROI in order to construct a
single time series for that ROI (Hassan and Wendling, 2018). For
eLORETA solutions, which constrain spatial smoothness and are
low resolution, the activity of local voxels is highly correlated.
The time course of the first principal component of all voxels in
the ROI is a single time series whose value at each time point is
minimally different to the activity of all voxels, i.e. it maximises
the spatial variance explained. Functional networks were con-
structed by calculating the phase locking factor (PLF) (Lachaux
et al., 1999) between pairs of ROI time series. PLF between ROIs i
and j is given bycij ¼ 1T
XT
k¼1
eiD/ij kð Þ

; ð1Þwhere T is the number of sampling points in the 20 s segment of
data and D/ij kð Þ is the difference between the instantaneous phases
of signals i and j at sampling point k. Instantaneous phases were cal-
culated by taking the angle of the Hilbert transform of the signal.
PLF was calculated using custom written routines using MATLAB
R2017b (www.mathworks.com).Table 4
ROIs for parcellation of source data. N is the number of source points from the 5124 origi
ROI N (right) N (left)
Frontal lobe
Superior frontal gyrus 174 168
Inferior frontal gyrus 76 77
Precentral gyrus 168 133
Temporal lobe
Superior temporal gyrus 142 85
Inferior temporal gyrus 90 87
Parahippocampal gyrus 96 91
Parietal Lobe
Superior parietal lobule 107 100
Precuneus 116 126
Occipital lobe
Medioventral occipital cortex 125 168
Others
Insular gyrus 86 89To test edges against the null hypothesis that functional con-
nections are due only to power spectral composition and distribu-
tion, each edge was tested to 5% significance vs 99 iterative
amplitude adjusted Fourier transform surrogates (Schreiber and
Schmitz, 1996). Due to the low resolution nature of eLORETA and
therefore the potential for source leakage, there is the possibility
that during the parcellation procedure common signals may be
parcellated into more than one region, resulting in a spurious
phase relationship between the signals (Pascual-Marqui et al.,
2011). Since this phase relationship will manifest as a zero lag con-
nection (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011), PLF values with zero phase
lag connection were set to zero. Furthermore, spurious indirect
functional connections may arise due to strong indirect connec-
tions. For example, if node A strongly influences both node B and
node C, we might observe a functional connection between nodes
B and C due to common drive. Therefore, edges between pairs of
nodes for which there existed a shorter indirect path were set to
zero (Schmidt et al., 2014). The shortest path between nodes was
calculated using the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959), where
the symmetric, direct distance between nodes i and j is given by
1=cij.
2.5. Graph theoretical measures
To quantify properties of the functional network structure, a
number of graph theoretical measures were used. These measures
are outlined below. In the following section, N is the number of
nodes in the network, and the matrix C is the weighted adjacency
matrix where element cij is the PLF value (corrected for surrogates,
zero phase lag, and indirect corrections) between ROIs i and j.
The degree of node i is the sum of weighted connections of the
node (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), given by
d ið Þ ¼
X
j–i
cij: ð2Þ
The mean degree of the network is then given by
MD ¼ 1
N
XN
i¼1
d ið Þ; ð3Þ
and is a global measure of how synchronous the network is on aver-
age. The mean degree gives no information on the topological struc-
ture of the network, so a number of other graph theoretical
measures can be used to further quantify topology. Since many
topological measures are sensitive to changes in average synchrony
with no changes in topology (e.g. by multiplying each edge by anal cortical sources within the ROI, and the label left/right represents hemisphere.
ROI N (right) N (left)
Medial frontal gyrus 188 158
Orbital gyrus 171 160
Paracentral gyrus 37 40
Middle temporal gyrus 71 91
Fusiform gyrus 108 102
Posterior superior temporal sulcus 40 34
Inferior parietal lobule 285 301
Postcentral gyrus 152 131
Lateral occipital cortex 132 196
Cingulate gyrus 199 224
L. Tait et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 130 (2019) 1581–1595 1585constant), we first define matrix A with elements aij ¼ cij=MD. As a
measure of network topology, we quantified small-worldness.
A ‘small-world’ network is characterised by two key features;
neighbours of a node are likely to also be neighbours, and no two
nodes have a long path length between them (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Humphries and Gurney, 2008). The small-
worldness of a network (Humphries and Gurney, 2008) is therefore
given by
SW ¼ C=C0ð Þ
L=L0ð Þ ; ð4Þ
where C is the clustering coefficient of the network and C0 is the
clustering coefficient of a random network of equal average syn-
chrony and distribution of edges (estimated by generating 10 net-
works with randomly rewired edges), where clustering coefficient
is given by Rubinov and Sporns (2010)
C ¼
PN
i¼1
P
j–i
P
k–i;j aijaikajh
 1=3
PN
i¼1ji ji  1ð Þ
; ð5Þ
which is the probability that given two nodes j and k are neighbours
of node i, nodes j and k are neighbours of each other (weighted by
strengths of edges). Here, ji is the number of connections made by
node i. Furthermore in Eq. (4) L is the characteristic path length of
the network (and L0 is the characteristic path length of the random
network), where characteristic path length is given by Rubinov and
Sporns (2010)
L ¼ 1
N N  1ð Þ
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼1
dij: ð6Þ
Here, dij is the path length between nodes i and j, and is calculated
using the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). Finally, a measure that
acts as a local counterpart to the (reciprocal of) characteristic path
length is the closeness centrality of a node (Rubinov and Sporns,
2010), given by
‘ ið Þ ¼ N  1X
j–i
dij
: ð7Þ
It can be seen from Eqs. (6) and (7) that characteristic path length is
the average of the reciprocal of closeness of all nodes in the
network.
2.6. Computational model
We used a phenomenological model based on that of Dermitas
et al. (2017). Each of the 40 ROIs described in Table 4 was modelled
using the normal form of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, with the
dynamics of ROI i given by
_v i ¼ a v2i  u2i
 
v i xiui þ G
X
j–i
Kij v j  v i
 þ rgi tð Þ ð8Þ
_ui ¼ a v2i  u2i
 
ui þxiv i; ð9Þ
where v i is the current density of node i and ui is a recovery vari-
able, whilst a;xi;G and Kij are parameters described below. G is a
global connectivity parameter, set to G ¼ 1 unless otherwise stated.
The term rgi tð Þ is a noise term, where r ¼ 0:02 (Dermitas et al.,
2017) is the variance of the noise and gi tð Þh i ¼ 0 and
gi tð Þ;gi sð Þh i ¼ d t  sð Þ.
When the bifurcation parameter a is negative, the uncoupled
deterministic system (with r ¼ 0 and Kij ¼ 08 i; jð Þ) is a focus
steady state with natural frequency xi. At a ¼ 0, a bifurcation
occurs so that when a is positive the system is in a stable periodic
orbit with frequencyxi. Here, we used a ¼ 0:05 as Dermitas et al.(2017) found this gave the best fit to empirical functional connec-
tivity matrices.
We optimized the effective connectivity matrix K such that the
simulated functional connectivity recreated target empirical func-
tional connectivity using a simple procedure based on that of
Dermitas et al. (2017). Our target empirical functional connectivity
matrix was the median of all HOA functional connectivity matrices.
The optimization was performed by setting the natural frequency
for each node, xi, to the corresponding median peak frequency
for each ROI in HOA subjects. The effective connectivity was initial-
ized with Kij ¼ 1 if there exists some anatomical connection
between ROIs i and j and Kij ¼ 0 otherwise, based on template
structural imaging data from the Brainnetome atlas (Fan et al.
(2016); http://atlas.brainnetome.org/). An iterative algorithm was
used to optimize the weights on this matrix, where the effective
connectivity at iteration n is given by
Kij n½  ¼ Kij n 1½  þ 0:2 cempij  csimij n 1½ 
 
; ð10Þ
where cempij is the target empirical functional connectivity, whilst
csimij n½  is the simulated functional connectivity at iteration n.
To choose an optimum matrix K, an error function was defined
as Error n½  ¼ 1 r csim n½ ; cemp , where r A;Bð Þ is the correlation of
the edges of functional connectivity matrices A and B. Due to the
stochastic nature of the Hopf simulations resulting in noise on
the error, instead of choosing the iteration with minimum error
as optimum (Dermitas et al., 2017), we apply a moving average fil-
ter of order 25 iterations to the error function and select the min-
imum of this. Effective connectivity is chosen as the mean effective
connectivity of the 25 iterations averaged over at the minimum.
During all subject specific simulations, the effective connectiv-
ity matrix remained at this value unless otherwise stated. Natural
frequencies of the oscillators were the individual subject’s peak
power spectral frequencies. In simulations for which global con-
nectivity G was optimized, Matlab’s fzero function (https://
www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/fzero.html) was used with
the difference between the empirical and simulated mean degrees
as the error function.2.7. Statistical analysis
All p-values reported here were computing using the Mann-
Whitney U-test, which is non-parametric and therefore makes no
assumptions about the distribution of the data. Families of tests
were corrected for multiple hypotheses using the Bonferroni cor-
rection - specifically, p-values were multiplied by the number of
hypotheses being corrected for. Significant results were those with
Bonferroni adjusted p-values less than 0:05. Effect sizes for the
Mann-Whitney U-test are given by the rank biserial correlation
(Cureton, 1956; Wendt, 1972), which is equivalent to the Mann-
Whitney U statistic normalized between zero and one, given by
U ¼ 1 2U
n1n2
; ð11Þ
where U is the rank biserial correlation, U is the U-statistic, and ni is
the number of patients in cohort i. To help interpret this measure,
we can consider an alternative (but equivalent) formulation of rank
biserial correlation. If we make some hypothesis on the statistic
being tested (e.g. the statistic will be larger for HOA than AD), then
take all pairs of AD and HOA subjects, rank biserial correlation is the
absolute value of the fraction of pairs that support the hypothesis
(in our example, pairs where the statistic is larger for the HOA sub-
ject than the AD subject) minus the fraction that are against the
hypothesis (pairs where AD is larger than HOA). If all pairs support
1586 L. Tait et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 130 (2019) 1581–1595or all pairs are against the hypothesis (large effect size), U ¼ 1,
whilst if an equal number are for and against (no effect size), U ¼ 0.3. Results
3.1. Global power spectrum and functional connectivity analysis
As a first step, we aimed to characterise changes in dynamics
and functional networks in AD patients, relative to healthy older
adults. To do this, EEG from HOA and AD patients was projected
into source space using eLORETA and downsampled to 40 ROIs
(Table 4), see Methods. Table 1 contains subject information. To
investigate potential slowing of the EEG in AD patients (Strik
et al., 1997; Adler et al., 2003; Lindau et al., 2003; Dauwels et al.,
2011; Hatz et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015;
Goossens et al., 2017), we calculated the power spectrum of the
EEG for each subject, averaged over all ROIs. There was no signifi-
cant difference in total broadband (1–45 Hz) power between AD
and HOA patients (p ¼ 0:3745). To explore the contributions of dif-
ferent rhythms to the overall EEG, we calculated the relative power
spectrum averaged over all ROIs (Fig. 2A). It can be seen that
slower frequencies, between around 3 and 10 Hz, are more promi-
nent in the AD patients than the HOA. Furthermore, faster frequen-
cies (above around 15 Hz) are less prominent in the AD patients,
suggesting a slowing of the EEG in AD. To further quantify these
observations, we calculated total relative power in each of the five
classic frequency bands, given in Table 3, Fig. 2B). Delta, theta and
alpha relative power was found to increase on average in AD
patients, whilst beta and gamma rhythms decreased on average.
However, the only significant difference was the increase in theta
relative power (hRP) (p ¼ 0:0187; see Table 3 for p-values in other
bands.) For this reason, we focused our remaining analysis on the
theta band. Fig. 2C-D show spatial distributions and effect sizesFig. 2. Power spectral analysis. (A) Average relative power over all ROIs. The black line is
of total relative power in each frequency band. Black boxes are HOA, red is AD. The only si
group mean h relative power in AD vs HOA for each ROI shows an increase over all ROIs.
parietal lobes in both hemispheres were significant to p < 0:05 after Bonferonni adjustme
towards top of page, right hemisphere, left hemisphere and from underneath looking u
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)for changes in theta power, suggesting that the observed slowing
of the EEG is predominantly driven by the frontal and parietal
lobes.
We extended this analysis into the spatial domain by construct-
ing theta band functional networks, calculating the phase locking
factor (PLF; Eq. (1)) between the activity of each pair of ROIs. To
quantify average synchrony in the network, mean degree (MD;
Rubinov and Sporns (2010)) was calculated. To complement this,
we used small-worldness (SW; Humphries and Gurney (2008)) as
a quantification of topological organization of the networks. MD
was found to increase significantly (p ¼ 0:0111) in AD patients,
suggesting the presence of enhanced synchrony on average in
AD. However, SW was found to decrease significantly
(p ¼ 0:0318) in AD patients, suggesting that the topology of the
network AD networks are organized less efficiently for information
transfer (Latora and Marchiori, 2001). Fig. 3 shows boxplots of each
of these measures for HOA vs AD.
3.2. Relationships between functional network measures and cognition
The relationship between specific changes to functional net-
works in AD and the phenotype of the disease is not well under-
stood. To investigate this, we calculated the correlation between
spectral and functional network measures and cognitive test
scores. 20 out of the 21 AD subjects we analysed undertook the
mini mental state examination (MMSE), which provides a score
out of 30 based on cognitive tasks (Folstein et al., 1975). Average
scores for both the HOA and AD cohorts are given in Table 1.
The Pearson’s correlation between MMSE score and each of the
measures (hRP, MD, SW) was calculated. The only measure that
exhibited a significant correlation with MMSE score was SW
(r ¼ 0:5921; p ¼ 0:0060) (Fig. 4), suggesting that functional net-
work topology is associated with cognitive decline in AD. A full list
of correlations and p-values can be found in Table S1.HOA, and the red is AD. Shaded regions are standard error on the mean. (B) Boxplots
gnificant change in AD is the increase in the h (4–8 Hz) band. (C) Ratio of the within-
(D) Effect size of increase in h relative power for each lobe (see Table 4). Frontal and
nt of p-values. In C and D, views are (from left to right) top down with subject facing
p with subject facing towa.rds top of page. (For interpretation of the references to
Fig. 3. Global graph theoretical measures for h band networks. In all cases, black is HOA and red is AD. (A) Mean degree increases significantly in AD. (B) Small-worldness
decreases significantly in AD. A star denotes significance (Bonferroni corrected p < 0:05).
Fig. 4. Correlation between MMSE score and global EEG measures. Plots of MMSE score against (A) theta band relative power, (B) mean degree, (C) small-worldness. Each
black dot represents a single patient. Blue lines show linear model fit in the case of significant correlation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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functional network topology and cognitive deficits in AD, we tested
whether small-worldness correlates with particular aspects of cog-
nition using the MMSE subscores, which were available for 16 of
the 21 AD patients (the missing subscores were due to some
recruiting clinics only provided total MMSE score). Subscores were
orientation to time, orientation to place, immediate recall, atten-
tion, memory, language, and drawing overlapping pentagons.
Fig. S2 shows boxplots of patient scores for each of these subscores.
There was almost no variance in the 16 subjects for orientation to
place, immediate recall, memory, or pentagons; for this reason we
ruled these subscores out of further analysis. We therefore calcu-
lated the correlation of orientation to time, attention (by serial
7s), and language with small-worldness. Of these three subscores,
only language was significantly correlated with small-worldness
(r ¼ 0:6132; p ¼ 0:0115), suggesting that changes to the topology
of the functional networks in AD is more predominantly associated
with language deficits than attention or orientation to time.
Table S2 and Fig. 5 show correlations and p-values of each of these
subscores against small-worldness.3.3. Local topology changes influence small-worldness
In order to add insight into how the pathology of AD relates to
behaviour, we sought to further understand how the changes in
small-worldness that are associated with language deficits arise
in AD. We therefore examined the causes of the observed changes
in small-worldness at the level of nodes of the functional networks.Small-worldness is defined as the ratio of clustering coefficient
to characteristic path length (Humphries and Gurney, 2008). To
understand whether reduced small-worldness in AD is due to a
reduction in clustering coefficient, increased characteristic path
length, or both, we quantified each of these measures for the net-
works. Clustering coefficient demonstrated a small but non-
significant decrease in AD (p ¼ 0:1223), whilst characteristic path
length significantly increased (p ¼ 0:0303), suggesting that
changes to small-worldness are primarily driven by larger path
lengths in the functional network. To identify whether this is a glo-
bal effect or whether it is driven by certain regions of the brain, we
calculated the closeness centrality for each node, which can be
interpreted as a local counterpart to (inverse) characteristic path
length. That is, nodes with small closeness contribute to a larger
characteristic path length.
On average, closeness centrality was found to decrease in all
ROIs (Fig. 6A). To gain understanding at the higher level of organ-
isation of lobes of the brain, we averaged closeness centrality into
eight lobes (left and right frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital
lobes), and then compared the resulting measure in AD vs HOA
for each lobe, via non-parametric statistical testing (Mann-
Whitney U test). Effect sizes for the Mann-Whitney U test (quanti-
fied by the rank biserial correlation (Cureton, 1956; Wendt, 1972))
for each lobe are shown in Fig. 6B. After Bonferroni correction for
multiple hypotheses, only the closeness of the right temporal lobe
is significantly different for AD vs HOA (Bonferroni adjusted
p ¼ 0:0343). However, the effect size for the left temporal lobe is
also high (Bonferroni adjusted p ¼ 0:0579), and we note that
Bonferroni correction is highly conservative, carrying increased
Fig. 5. Correlation between MMSE subscores and small-worldness. Plots of theta band small-worldness against orientation to time (A), attention by serial 7s (B), and
language (C) for the AD patients. Each black dot represents a single patient. Blue lines show linear model fit in the case of significant correlation. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Closeness centrality of ROIs in theta band networks Decreases in closeness are likely to drive reduced small-worldness in AD. Here, we show (A) the ratio of within-
group mean h closeness in AD vs HOA for each ROI shows a decrease in all ROIs, and (B) effect sizes for each lobe. Effect sizes are largest in the temporal lobes, with the right
temporal lobe being significant to p < 0:05 after Bonferroni adjustment. For the left temporal lobe, p ¼ 0:0579.
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and Table S3 demonstrate that the temporal lobes both have a
much larger effect size than the rest of the brain. We therefore sug-
gest that it is likely that path length increases in both temporal
lobes drive the increased small-worldness in AD.
3.4. Modelling the mechanisms of changes to functional connectivity
In order to better understand the dynamic and network mech-
anisms that underpin the observed changes to functional connec-
tivity in AD, we used a computational model to simulate brain
activity across the ROIs. Fig. 2C-D demonstrated heterogeneous
slowing of the power spectrum across ROIs in HOA and AD. Since
the distribution of intrinsic frequencies of coupled oscillators plays
a vital role in phase locking (Gambuzza et al., 2016; Stam et al.,
2007; Lowet et al., 2017), we sought to uncover whether these dis-
tributed local power spectral changes alone could account for the
observed changes in functional connectivity. To do this, a compu-
tational model of coupled stochastically driven oscillators (each
representing an ROI) was simulated (see Section 2.6). In the model,
spatially heterogeneous alterations to the power spectrum were
incorporated via the intrinsic natural frequencies of the oscillators,
which are free parameters of the model. For each subject, theintrinsic frequency of each oscillator was inferred from the data
by computing the frequency of the power spectral peak in the 6–
13 Hz alpha-theta band for its respective ROI (see Section 2.6).
Coupling between oscillators was represented by an effective con-
nectivity (EC) matrix. To focus on the consequences of changes to
node frequencies, a representative HOA EC was computed using
the median natural frequency distribution for HOA for local
dynamics and the median HOA FC as the optimization target (see
Section 2.6). Using this EC matrix for all subjects, but individual
distributions of frequencies across nodes, we then simulated the
model for each subject and examined whether the model revealed
differences in FC across cohorts. This method is outlined in Fig. 7.
Fig. S3 shows the simulated networks for all 47 subjects, and
Fig. 8A shows an analysis of mean degrees for HOA and AD. The
mean degree of the simulated AD networks was significantly larger
than in the HOA networks (p ¼ 0:0152), suggesting that power
spectral slowing may be responsible for the observed increased
mean degree in the AD networks. However, the effect size for this
increase was notably larger in simulations than in the data. In
order to correct this, the global coupling constant in the model
was adjusted for each subject until the mean degree of the simu-
lated functional networks matched the mean degree of the empir-
ical functional networks. Fig. S4 shows the simulated networks for
Fig. 7. Modelling methods to explore whether local power spectral differences can account for functional network changes in AD. In the model, local dynamics are
described by natural frequencies whilst coupling is described by the effective connectivity (EC). (A) The natural frequency distribution for each subject was given for each ROI
by the frequency with peak power in the 6–13 Hz band in the data. (B) A representative EC was used for all subjects, generated as follows. The natural frequencies of each ROI
were given by their median value from the HOA subjects. EC was optimized using an iterative algorithm (see methods) in order to replicate the median HOA FC. (C) For each
subject, time series were simulated using individual natural frequencies and the template EC. Comparisons can then be made between HOA and AD simulations to test
whether changes to local dynamics explain FC differences in the data.
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mates of global coupling strength were smaller in the AD cohort,
though not significantly different from the HOA (Fig. 8B,
HOA = 4:12 0:45, AD = 2:91 0:53; p ¼ 0:1016). This supports
the disconnection hypothesis of AD, since lower global coupling
strength was required in the AD cohort to recreate the observed
differences in FC mean degree.
In the simulated functional networks, small-worldness was
found to decrease, but not significantly (p ¼ 0:0502), in AD com-
pared to HOA. However, we examined the spatial distribution of
changes to closeness centrality in AD compared to HOA, and foundthis did not replicate the subject data. For example, in the subject
data, the largest effect sizes were found in the temporal lobes,
whilst simulated networks exhibited large effect sizes in the right
frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes (Fig. 9A, Table S4). Therefore,
we found that changes to the intrinsic dynamics alone, via the
incorporation of the distribution of intrinsic frequencies across
nodes, was not sufficient to describe topological changes to the
functional network; particularly increased path lengths in the tem-
poral lobes. This suggested that alterations to the effective connec-
tivity would be required in order for the model to fully explain the
data.
Fig. 8. Comparisons of HOA and AD in simulated functional networks. (A) Initially, networks were simulated with the same effective connectivity, with the only
differences between subjects in the model was the natural frequency of the Hopf oscillators, set to the subject specific power spectral peak frequency. Mean degree of these
networks significantly increased. (B) Global coupling strength in the networks was then altered such that the mean degree of a given subject’s simulated network equaled the
mean degree of the subject’s empirical network. G was found to decrease non-significantly. (C) Small worldness does not significantly decrease in the simulated networks,
however, the effect size of the decrease is large (p ¼ 0:0507).
Fig. 9. In the simulated networks, temporal lobe disconnection is required for similar spatial distributions of changes in closeness to the data. (A) Effect sizes of
closeness centrality in simulated networks (no temporal lobe disconnection). The largest effect sizes for changes in closeness centrality were found in the frontal, parietal, and
temporal lobes. (B) Effect sizes of closeness centrality in simulated networks (with temporal lobe disconnection). The largest effect sizes were found in the two temporal
lobes, which more accurately represents the results seen in the data.
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tivity by multiplying all effective connections to ROIs in the tempo-
ral lobes by a constant 0 6 a < 1. We simulated the model for a
range of values of a and found that the spatial distributions of
changes in closeness centrality in AD networks demonstrated large
effect sizes constrained to the temporal lobes, therefore closely
replicating the data. Fig. 9B and Table S4 demonstrate these results
for a ¼ 0:5. Simulations over a range of values of a showed consis-
tency in the results, particularly for a < 0:8 (Fig. S5). These results
suggest that the observed changes in functional connectivity are
due to reduced effective connectivity (likely due to loss of synaptic
connectivity) between the temporal lobes and the rest of the brain,
combined with alterations to the intrinsic frequencies of oscilla-
tions within nodes.
4. Discussion
In this work, EEG and cognitive test scores from AD and HOA
subjects were analysed in order to explore how disruptions to con-
nectivity in the brain and altered local dynamics relate to cognitive
deficits. We found that whilst significant alterations to the power
spectrum and average synchrony between regions of the brainwereidentified, these were not indicators of the level of cognitive decline
in AD patients. However, topological organization of the networks,
as quantified by small-worldness, was found to significantly and
positively correlate with MMSE score, particularly the language
sub-score. Reduced small-worldness was found to be driven pre-
dominantly by reduced closeness of the temporal lobes, which
computational modelling suggests was likely driven by impaired
synaptic connectivity between the temporal lobes and other
regions, in combination with heterogeneous spectral slowing.
These results give potential insight into the role that disruption to
temporal lobe connectivity plays in language impairments in AD,
andmore generally advances our understanding of how the discon-
nection hypothesis of AD relates to the phenotype of the disease.
4.1. Methodology
A major methodological difference between the study pre-
sented here and the majority of previous EEG studies in AD is that
the EEG presented here was recorded in an eyes open, as opposed
to an eyes closed state. It has been shown that both the power
spectrum and functional networks are different in eyes open and
eyes closed conditions (Wu et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2013; Miraglia
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into a different active network than the large literature on EEG in
AD recorded in eyes closed resting state conditions (Strik et al.,
1997; Adler et al., 2003; Lindau et al., 2003; Dauwels et al., 2011;
Hatz et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Goossens
et al., 2017; Ianof et al., 2017). Since cognitive deficits in AD pre-
dominantly relate to the awake and alert states, it is possible that
studying eyes open data gives key insight into how network defi-
cits drive cognitive decline. This could underpin our finding that
network small-worldness correlated with MMSE score in the AD
cohort, whereas previous studies conducted in the eyes closed
paradigm found no such correlations in both EEG and fMRI (Stam
et al., 2007; Sanz-Arigita et al., 2010). An additional key strength
of the data used in this study is that all patients were free from
dementia related medications, meaning the results presented here
can not be an artifact of medication induced alterations to network
states.
Another methodological step taken was to map the EEG into
source space. Source space analyses have the advantage of being
able to attribute activity to specific regions of the brain, thereby
allowing for anatomical interpretation of the results (Michel
et al., 2004). This is particularly useful when studying neurological
disorders, as it allows for study of the spatial distribution of neu-
ropathology. However, the method of source mapping we used
relies on a number of key assumptions. Firstly, a simplifying
assumption in building the forward model was to consider the
head as being constructed of three homogeneously conducting lay-
ers of tissue (Fuchs et al., 2002; Oostenveld et al., 2003). Secondly,
we worked with the assumption that a template head model
would provide a sufficient mapping for all patients. A range of
methods for building the forward model, from a single homoge-
neously conducting sphere to highly detailed, realistic models con-
taining many layers of anisotropically conducting tissue, are
available (Hallez et al., 2007), but a trade-off between computa-
tional expense and accuracy of the results must be made when
deciding on a method to generate a forward model. In the absence
of individual MRI scans, the three (homogeneous and isotropic)
layer boundary element method template head model used in this
study has been shown to perform to a much higher standard than a
three layer spherical head model and to a comparable level as indi-
vidually derived three layer head models (Fuchs et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, boundary-element method models are reasonably
computationally inexpensive (Hallez et al., 2007). For these rea-
sons, there is a trend in studies such as ours where individual MRIs
are unavailable, to use a template head model consisting of three
homogeneously and isotropically conducting layers (Cantero
et al., 2009; Canuet et al., 2011; Aoki et al., 2015; Hata et al.,
2016; Ianof et al., 2017; Ikeda et al., 2017; Vecchio et al., 2017;
Smith et al., 2018; Medvedeva and Yanho, 2018; Farina et al.,
2018). It is, however, unclear to what extent the effect of aging
and potential cortical atrophy in AD patients may have on the
validity of this template head model. Nonetheless, there exists
much precedent for use of a template head model in studies con-
cerning older adults and AD patients (Canuet et al., 2012;
Vecchio et al., 2014, 2017; Hata et al., 2016; Ianof et al., 2017;
Medvedeva and Yanho, 2018). For AD patients, data was recorded
within days of diagnosis, and so whilst severe cortical atrophy is
unlikely, this cannot be ruled out without validation using an
MRI. Regardless, because of the use of a template head model that
may not capture individual differences, changes in head shape due
to aging, and the fact we cannot rule out the presence of atrophy,
all statistical analyses were performed on the level of lobes of
the brain, meaning results are likely to be robust to small errors
in localization.
Furthermore, the functional networks derived from the source
space data are dependent on the combination of reconstructionmethod and functional connectivity method (Hassan et al., 2014;
Hassan et al., 2017; Finger et al., 2016). Here, our choice of eLOR-
ETA was motivated by desire to map 64 channel EEG to large-
scale source dynamics (see e.g. Schirner et al., 2015; Finger et al.,
2016). Estimation of spatially smooth current source density by
inverse modelling is dependent on the number of electrodes used
(Hassan et al., 2017); due to discrete sampling of electrodes on
the scalp, the information that can be used to describe source
dynamics is limited by the number of electrodes. For studies with
a similar number of electrodes to the one presented here (60–71
electrodes) eLORETA has been demonstrated to outperform other
linear inverse methods such as minimum norm estimates and lin-
early constrained minimum variance at localizing sources and net-
work estimation in studies with known source origin such as
simulations (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011; Finger et al., 2016), deep
brain stimulation (Mideksa et al., 2016), and comparisons of rest-
ing state networks with fMRI (Liu et al., 2018), further motivating
our use of the eLORETA algorithm to perform source reconstruc-
tion. The choice of PLF was motivated by simulations demonstrat-
ing the eLORETA/PLF combination could accurately recreate
ground truth functional connectivity matrices (Finger et al.,
2016). Since eLORETA incorporates spatial smoothness constraints,
neighbouring source points will demonstrate strong instantaneous
correlations (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011). To mitigate these source
leakage effects zero-lag PLF values were disregarded in our study
(Schmidt et al., 2014).
A methodological point of note in this study is the use of 20 s of
data. Typically, EEG studies use epoch lengths of the order seconds
to minutes (Gudmundsson et al., 2007). For epoch lengths of these
orders of magnitude, studies of spectral measures have found little
information to be gained from using epochs longer than approxi-
mately 20 s (Gasser et al., 1985; Salinsky et al., 1991;
Gudmundsson et al., 2007), whilst studies of small-worldness
properties of functional networks derived from phase measures
have demonstrated reliability at around 6 s epoch length
(Fraschini et al., 2016). However, it is worth noting that long term
EEG, intracranial, and simulation studies have demonstrated that
over periods of hours and days there are fluctuations in functional
network measures (Honey et al., 2007; Kunhert et al., 2010; Chu
et al., 2012) such as small-worldness derived from phase locking
networks (Kunhert et al., 2010).
4.2. Electrophysiological and network markers of Alzheimer’s Disease
Power spectral slowing in the EEG of AD patients has been
established for over 20 years (Strik et al., 1997), and has been con-
sistently identified as increases in low frequency power (Strik
et al., 1997; Adler et al., 2003; Lindau et al., 2003; Dauwels et al.,
2011; Hatz et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015),
decreases in high frequency power power (Strik et al., 1997;
Lindau et al., 2003; Dauwels et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2015), and reduced peak frequency (Goossens et al., 2017).
Our power spectral results were largely consistent with this liter-
ature, particularly identifying increases in the contributions of
slow (theta) rhythms and reductions to peak power spectral fre-
quency. However, many of these past studies were performed in
sensor space, therefore very few studies have identified regions
of the brain responsible for this power spectral slowing, informa-
tion which may potentially be insightful for the development of
treatments and understanding disease progression. In this study,
increases in the relative power of slow oscillatory activity was
localized to the frontal and parietal lobes, which is largely in agree-
ment with the results of Ianof et al. (2017). Interestingly, we found
no correlation between theta band relative power and cognition as
measured by MMSE. Engels et al. (2016) also found cortical theta
power did not correlate with MMSE score in AD patients, but
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that while we found no correlation between slowing and MMSE
scores, this could be due to our restricting source space to the cor-
tical surface.
Disconnection between regions of the brain is believed to play
an important role in cognitive decline in AD (Delbeuck et al.,
2003). An EEG marker of this is reduced synchrony between
regions of the brain (Adler et al., 2003; Pijnenburg et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2014, 2015; Hata et al., 2016). However, in this study
and others (Koenig et al., 2005; Gallego-Jutgla et al., 2015; Cantero
et al., 2009), increases in functional connectivity were identified in
AD, here quantified by a significantly increased weighted mean
degree. It is possible that these inconsistencies are due to varia-
tions in methodology; choice of functional connectivity and use
of weighted or unweighted networks can result in differences in
the functional network structure, topology, and sensitivity to
changes in AD (Dauwels et al., 2010; Joudaki et al., 2012; Jalili,
2016). Important to note, however, is that the increased mean
degree may not be in opposition to the disconnection hypothesis;
using computational modelling, we found that changes in mean
degree (as well as localized changes in degree) were well explained
by intrinsic changes in dynamics, namely power spectral slowing
(Fig. S6). In fact, to accurately recreate mean degrees on a
subject-by-subject basis, global coupling strength decreased (albeit
non-significantly) in AD, suggestive of global disconnection. The
slowing itself may also be evidence for disconnection in AD, since
modelling studies have suggested power spectral slowing may
arise from disconnection between the cortex and thalamus
(Abuhassan et al., 2014) identified in fMRI studies (Wang et al.,
2012). Changes in mean degree did not correlate with cognitive
test scores, which may also be supportive of the hypothesis that
power spectral changes are driving the differences in MD since
power spectral differences showed no correlation to MMSE.
Small-worldness was used as a measure of network topology
(Humphries and Gurney, 2008), since a small-world network is
structured for efficient information transfer on both a local and
global scale (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Latora and Marchiori,
2001), and small-worldness of the functional network has consis-
tently been reported to reduce in AD (Stam et al., 2007; de Hann
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014; Vecchio et al., 2017). Our results
were in line with this past literature, finding that small-
worldness was reduced in the AD cohort. Furthermore, we found
that the reduction in small-worldness was driven by an increased
characteristic path length, which is also in line with previous liter-
ature (Stam et al., 2007; Vecchio et al., 2014). To understand better
how these changes arose, closeness centrality of each node (which
is a local counterpart to the inverse of characteristic path length)
was calculated, and found to decrease in the temporal lobes, sug-
gesting that increased path lengths in the temporal lobes are likely
highly important for the changes in global network topology seen
in AD. Furthermore, small-worldness was found to significantly
correlate with MMSE score in the AD cohort, which suggests that
network topology, as opposed to the amount of synchrony in the
network, is highly important for cognition and is likely a key driver
of cognitive deficits in AD.
Many more recent studies tend to use efficiency based mea-
sures instead of small-worldness (Berlot et al., 2016; Afshari and
Jalili, 2017; Sami et al., 2018). Global efficiency is strongly related
to the characteristic path length of the network, but is more sensi-
tive to changes in short paths (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), and is a
measure of how efficiently information can be transferred through
the network on average (Latora and Marchiori, 2001). The local
counterpart to global efficiency, local efficiency, performs a similar
function to the clustering coefficient (Latora and Marchiori, 2001),
describing how efficiently neighbours of a given node are con-
nected. Local efficiency has been suggested to be highly suitablefor examining the effect of neurodegenerative syndromes such as
AD (Sami et al., 2018), since the local efficiency quantifies the tol-
erance of the network to dysfunction at that node (Latora and
Marchiori, 2001; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Small-worldness is
related to local and global efficiency in that a small-world network
has both high local and global efficiencies (Latora and Marchiori,
2001). For these reasons, we also ran the topological analysis with
global and local efficiency replacing small-worldness and close-
ness, and found that trends were similar in the efficiency analysis
but effect sizes were generally smaller (see Supplementary Text
S1). Importantly, this allows us to interpret our results in terms
of information transfer in the network, suggesting that in AD the
temporal lobes play less of a role in aiding the flow of information
through the brain than in HOA. This, combined with the highly
related increased closeness, suggest that the temporal lobes are
becoming functionally less integrated with the rest of the brain
in AD.
A computational model based on that of Dermitas et al. (2017)
was used to explore the mechanisms underpinning functional net-
work differences in the AD cohorts. Dermitas et al. (2017) used
individual structural MRIs to derive initial EC matrices for the iter-
ative optimization algorithm. It was therefore reasonable to
assume the optimized EC is representative of synaptic EC, and to
use these to make inferences on changes of the structure of the
brain in AD. In this study, a template, unweighted structural MRI
was used for initial EC, and hence the simple iterative algorithm
used for optimization is unlikely to give a global optimum. Hence,
we do not aim to interpret the EC matrices derived here as repre-
sentative of structural differences between regions of the brain.
Instead, the only interpretation we make is that the effective con-
nectivity matrices are sufficient to generate realistic functional
connectivity. For this reason, all analyses of the model output are
related to the simulated functional connectivity, and we do not
analyse individual effective connectivity in a similar manner to
Dermitas et al. (2017). That said, the effective connectivity pre-
sented here can still give important insight into how effective con-
nectivity changes in AD. Our modelling results suggest that given a
generative model of HOA functional connectivity, alterations to
long range effective connections in the temporal lobe are required
to cause functional connectivity representative of the AD cohort.
A key assumption of the modelling procedure is that power
spectral differences are intrinsic to regions of interest and not a
result of altered connectivity. Whilst the accuracy of this assump-
tion is unclear, provided we view the model as a way to generate
realistic functional connectivity patterns and not a biophysically
realistic representation of neuronal activity, this assumption does
not alter the results. However, it is important that we interpret
results such as those shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. S6 as showing that
intrinsic power spectral differences are a potential and sufficient
mechanism to drive certain changes to functional connectivity in
AD, but without further experimental evidence we can not know
whether this is the true mechanism. Regardless, this does not
change the key result presented here, which demonstrates that
even intrinsic power spectral changes would not be sufficient to
drive the changes in small-worldness and closeness observed in
the data, and that further synaptic mechanisms (such as temporal
lobe disconnection) are required.
Whilst other neurodegenerative disorders or dementia aetiolo-
gies were not examined in this study, the methods used here are
likely to be applicable. Spectral slowing and functional network
alterations have been reported in vascular dementia (Neto et al.,
2015; van Straaten et al., 2015), dementia with Lewy bodies (Kai
et al., 2005; Andersson et al., 2008; Bonnani et al., 2008; Roks
et al., 2008; Dauwan et al., 2016), and frontotemporal lobar degen-
eration (Lindau et al., 2003; de Hann et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2016;
Sami et al., 2018). Many of these studies have found differences
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than can discriminate between AD and other types of dementia
(Bonnani et al., 2008; Nishida et al., 2011; Neto et al., 2015;
Dauwan et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016; Sami et al., 2018), but very
few have applied source space reconstruction (Nishida et al.
(2011) being a notable exception) to study the spatial differences
in terms of cortical generators. Therefore it would be of interest
for future work to apply the source space and computational mod-
elling approaches used here to study other dementias.
4.3. Temporal lobe disconnection, phenotype, and the potential role of
tau pathology
In this paper, we augmented our functional network study with
computational modelling and correlation with cognitive test
scores. This allowed us to relate functional network changes with
pathological mechanisms, and increase our understanding of how
specific network disruptions can drive exact cognitive deficits
characteristic of AD.
Small-worldness of the functional network was found to signifi-
cantly correlate with both total MMSE score and the language sub-
score, suggesting topology of the functional network plays a key role
in driving language deficits in early stage AD. Local graph theoretical
analysis and computational modelling suggested that changes in
small-worldness were a result of long range structural and func-
tional disconnection in the temporal lobes. Language impairment
in AD has previously found to be linked to temporal lobe atrophy
in structural MRI, functional MRI, SPECT, PET, CT and post-mortem
studies (Harasty et al., 1999; Galton et al., 2000; Domoto-Reilly
et al., 2012), and language impairments have been linked to neu-
ronal death and functional connectivity in the temporal lobe in
other neurological disorders such as temporal lobe epilepsy
(Bartha et al., 2005; Trimmel et al., 2018). Whilst past studies in
AD have identified temporal lobe network deficiencies in both func-
tional (Medvedeva and Yanho, 2018; Canuet et al., 2012) and effec-
tive networks (Dermitas et al., 2017), this is the first study the
authors are aware of that have complemented this with cognitive
test scores and found a direct link with language deficiencies in AD.
The pathological mechanisms driving the effective connectivity,
functional connectivity, and cognitive changes reported here are
still unclear, but we hypothesise tau pathology plays a critical role.
AD has two primary pathologies, namely amyloid plaques and neu-
rofibrillary tangles due to hyperphosphorlyated tau protein
(Querfurth and LaFerla, 2010). In AD, tau pathology originates in
and around the temporal cortex (Braak and Braak, 1991), and tem-
poral lobe tau pathology has consistently been reported in patients
with AD in both post-mortem and neuroimaging studies (Saint-
Aubert et al., 2017; Galton et al., 2000). From the EEG, it is not
possible to directly measure tau burden in our cohort of patients.
However, functional networkmeasures such as closeness centrality
and local efficiency have been identified to negatively correlate
with tau burden (Cope et al., 2018), meaning interpreting these as
a potential proxy for tau burden would suggest temporal lobe
tauopathy in our patients. PET imaging has correlated the severity
of temporal lobe tau burden with language impairments in AD
(Bejanin et al., 2017), whilst post-mortem studies have demon-
strated particularly strong tau burden in the temporal cortex of
aphasic AD patients (Galton et al., 2000). Therefore, there is much
evidence alluding to tauopathy as a pathological driver for the net-
work and cognitive changes reported here.Whilst amyloidopathy is
also likely important for cognitive changes in AD, this link appears
to be less direct, with many studies finding tau burden correlates
more strongly with cognitive test scores than amyloid (Nelson
et al., 2012) – more specifically, a PET study found that temporal
lobe tau burden correlates with language deficiencies in AD, but
temporal lobe amyloid burden does not (Bejanin et al., 2017).4.4. Summary and conclusions
In this work, we propose long range synaptic disconnection in
the temporal lobes as a potential mechanism directly underpinning
cognitive and language deficits in AD. The results presented here
suggest that this synaptic disconnection manifests itself in the
form of reduced effective connectivity between the temporal lobes
and other anatomical regions of the brain. This reduced effective
connectivity results in reduced functional integration of the tem-
poral lobes and less efficient global network organization (reduced
‘small-worldness’), in turn leading to cognitive deficits in the form
of language dysfunction. Increased mean degree is also observed in
the networks, but computational modelling suggests that this
change, unlike the topological network measures, can be well
described by heterogeneous power spectral slowing; in fact, global
disconnection was required to accurately replicate the mean
degree of each network. The results presented here give key insight
into a specific link between disconnection, namely functional and
effective disconnection of the temporal lobes, and language defi-
ciencies in the early stages of AD. The anatomically localized nat-
ure of the findings and links with a specific cognitive domain
mean that these results have the potential to inform treatments
and therapies for patients diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease.Declaration of Competing Interest
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